
Creating a Commitment Pack 
Summary 

How and when to issue a claimant commitment pack 

 
Content 

The Claimant Commitment Pack is made up of the following 3 separate sections: 

 Your meeting plan 

 Your Work Search 

 My Work Plan 

They are issued to claimants during their initial Work Search Interview (WSI) and can be 

re-issued when requested depending on the claimant’s regime and requirements. Note the 

issue of any claimant commitment packs within Work Services Platform (WSP) notes. 

Your meeting plan 

This should be issued to all claimants other than those in the No Work Related 

Requirements (NWRR) regime (as these claimants have no requirements for their 

attendance, and are not subject to any sanctions).  

This contains key information for the claimant including general information for example, 

contact information; what they need to do to receive Universal Credit; the consequences if 

they do not meet the requirements in their Claimant Commitment and an appointment card 

section that should be used to record both the claimant’s appointments and interventions.  

Your Work Search 

This should be issued to all claimants who are seeking work at their initial WSI. It should 

build on the regular work search activities within their Claimant Commitment by turning 

these into individual, personalised plans and specific actions about what they are going to 

do to look for work and how, when and where they are going to do it.  

The Your Work Search section should be used to help the claimant plan and record these 

specific actions. The Work Coach (WC) should discuss how to make effective plans with 

the claimant. 

Meeting the high level work search requirement to take all reasonable steps to give the 

best prospects of finding work is challenging. Planning and recording specific actions 

breaks a large goal, like finding a job, into more manageable chunks. For many claimants, 

the thought of undertaking the actions required to find work can seem very daunting. 

Helping them to see the immediate actions they can take today, tomorrow and next week 

to move closer to this large goal can help manage this stress and focus their activities.  



Plans should be:  

Ambitious -. All plans need to be stretching but realistic. Setting stretching but realistic 

goals is important as setting only minimum standards reduces motivation and may result in 

lower outputs.  

Behavioural - Goals are what the claimant wants to achieve, and behaviours are the 

specific actions that they need to take to achieve the high level goals that will be specified 

in the Claimant Commitment. 

Challenging, but consider Contingencies - If the claimant is looking for work the coach 

does not believe is available in the local area, the claimant should be encouraged to 

conduct other work search activities alongside those that they feel are not available. The 

plan should also consider the risks that may occur during the claimant’s job search and 

how they can be mitigated. This will stop the claimant giving up on failed plans. For 

example, if a claimant is working on a friend’s computer to create a CV, the coach should 

ask how likely it is that the computer remains available to the claimant and what happens if 

the computer no longer becomes available.  

Detailed - Plans should contain what, where, when, why and how. What specific actions 

are required? Formulating a plan in as much detail as possible will encourage the claimant 

to fulfil the task. Having concrete implementation plans makes it much more likely they will 

be followed through. 

Evidence embedded - Claimants cannot be mandated to bring in their evidence in a 

specific form, like using the My Work Plan section of the Claimant Commitment Pack. 

However, the coach should discuss what the likely outputs of an activity are and specify 

what evidence the claimant will bring in if their activity goes according to plan. 

 

My Work Plan 

This will be issued at initial WSI and can be issued as and when required at on-going 

WSIs and regular Work Search Reviews. This template is designed to help claimants plan 

and record outcomes of activities to get them into work, more work, or better paid work 

including their specific work search. This is not mandatory for claimants to complete, and 

claimants can choose to provide evidence of their work search in other ways for example, 

digitally, copies of applications etc. This template is available for claimants who are not 

digital or require additional support to accurately maintain a record of their plans and 

activities and may benefit from an additional prompt on what to plan and record. 

 


